WHY HIRE FIGMINT FOR
YOUR PARTY?

SO HOW CAN WE WORK
FOR YOU?

Planning to celebrate a special occasion with
loved ones can be exhilarating and lots of fun,
but it can also be very overwhelming.

As soon as you have decided to take the plunge
and throw a perfect party book in for our FREE
15 minute no-obligation party consult. We will
listen and get a feel for exactly what type of
party you would like to have & offer advice on
how you can achieve it.

There are a lot of choices to be made. Who to
invite? What food and drinks to serve? Will you
need entertainment or hire equipment? What
flowers and decorations will you require? And
don’t forget, all of this planning and organising
has to be squeezed in somewhere between
work, running the house and managing the kids.
There is also the pressure of being the
glamorous host ensuring that your guests
are having a great time and are being well
looked after.
On average people spend over 90 hours
planning a party for a special occasion.
Planning a successful celebration
requires experience, expertise,
knowledge and a fair amount of time.

imaginative catering

Every party is unique and an expression of the
host, so we want to get to know you to ensure
we can help you in the best way possible.
During this session we will run you through our
5 step PARTY Plan process.
This process has been designed to ensure that
no essential elements required for a successful
celebration get missed.
We will discuss each step in detail and determine
what elements you feel comfortable doing
yourself and which ones you will require help
with.
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5 STEP PARTY PLAN
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Party
What | When | Where |
Why | Who

Ambience

With over 15 years experience our consultants
have a wealth of knowledge so you can ask them
about any idea you may have for your event.
Our aim is for you to feel like a guest at your own
party and what ever we have to do to achieve
that, we will.

Vibe | Decor |
Music | Entertainment

Refreshments
What to Serve |
Quantity | Type of Service

Taste

LET’S GET PARTY
PLANNING!
So take advantage of our offer and click here
to book in your FREE 15 minute no-obligation
party consult.

You

During the consultation we will discover what
type of party you desire and how you can
achieve it. We will run you through the 5 step
PARTY Plan process to ensure no vital elements
get missed. And i’m sure we will even come up
with some ideas that you haven’t thought of yet!

Planning | Pre Party Primp |
Delegate | Time out before the Party

To book your FREE consultation, click here
or call 02 9337 4555.
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